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Abstract
EGA has developed extensive experience in the continuous improvement of existing cell
designs over the past 30 years. Earlier improvements were empirical and evolutionary, but with
the introduction of mathematical modelling more significant and rapid retrofitting of old
technologies became feasible. This paper describes EGA’s approaches and experience in the
development of improved designs for existing cells like D18+ Technology, based on thermoelectrical, mechanical and magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) modelling, as well as the engineering
work and challenges which were encountered during the design and implementation stages of
these cell technologies. The results of plant modernization will also be shown.
Keywords: Aluminium electrolysis cell modelling; cell design; smelter retrofit engineering;
ANSYS.
1.

Introduction - D18 Technology History

Dubai Aluminium (DUBAL) – an operating subsidiary of Emirates Global Aluminium (EGA) –
commenced operations in 1979 with 360 reduction cells in three potlines using Kaiser P69
technology (later modernised to D18 Technology) with prebaked anodes, two end risers and the
cells situated side-by-side. The cells are located in the pit and the potroom has no open
basement. An additional potline of 144 cells, utilising D18 Technology, was built in 1990,
bringing the total number of cells to 504. More cells were again added in 2008 and 2010,
bringing the total number of D18 Technology cells at the DUBAL smelter to 520.
Continuous improvements and development of original technology were carried out on D18
Technology, including conversion to pseudo-point feeding (PPF), additional busbar,
modification of the cell lining design, increased anode size and cell control logic. This has
allowed the amperage to increase from 150 kA at the beginning to 210 kA today, improved
current efficiency and reduction in specific energy consumption and perfluorocarbon (PFC)
emissions [1 - 4].
Despite the excellent work of DUBAL’s operational and process control teams, all these
improvements were mainly empirical and evolutionary. To take the next step in performance
improvement, it was necessary to change the design radically, which was not possible without
mathematical modelling. A few earlier papers [1 - 4] described the D18+ Technology project
from an operational point of view but never focused on the design process itself. Brownfield
projects are very often even more complicated than the development of new greenfield high
amperage technologies due to many constrains to make modernisation really meaningful and
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